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A B S T R A C T

Objective: Exercise is a promising treatment for substance use disorders, yet an intention-to-treat analysis of a
large, multi-site study found no reduction in stimulant use for exercise versus health education. Exercise ad-
herence was sub-optimal; therefore, secondary post-hoc complier average causal effects (CACE) analysis was
conducted to determine the potential effectiveness of adequately dosed exercise.
Method: The STimulant use Reduction Intervention using Dosed Exercise study was a randomized controlled
trial comparing a 12 kcal/kg/week (KKW) exercise dose versus a health education control conducted at nine
residential substance use treatment settings across the U.S. that are affiliated with the National Drug Abuse
Treatment Clinical Trials Network. Participants were sedentary but medically approved for exercise, used sti-
mulants within 30 days prior to study entry, and received a DSM-IV stimulant abuse or dependence diagnosis
within the past year. A CACE analysis adjusted to include only participants with a minimum threshold of ad-
herence (at least 8.3 KKW) and using a negative-binomial hurdle model focused on 218 participants who were
36.2% female, mean age 39.4 years (SD=11.1), and averaged 13.0 (SD=9.2) stimulant use days in the 30 days
before residential treatment. The outcome was days of stimulant use as assessed by the self-reported TimeLine
Follow Back and urine drug screen results.
Results: The CACE-adjusted analysis found a significantly lower probability of relapse to stimulant use in the
exercise group versus the health education group (41.0% vs. 55.7%, p < .01) and significantly lower days of
stimulant use among those who relapsed (5.0 days vs. 9.9 days, p < .01).
Conclusions: The CACE adjustment revealed significant, positive effects for exercise. Further research is war-
ranted to develop strategies for exercise adherence that can ensure achievement of an exercise dose sufficient to
produce a significant treatment effect.

Public health significance

This secondary analysis of the Stimulant use Reduction Intervention
using Dosed Exercise study suggests that an exercise level of more than
8.3 kcal/kg/week may reduce relapse to stimulant use and reduce the
days of stimulant use for those who relapse. This analysis also de-
monstrates the importance of ensuring adherence to exercise inter-
ventions and accounting for adherence in the interpretation of results,
and that statistically rigorous adjustment for post-baseline measures
such as exercise dose is possible.

1. Introduction

Currently available treatments for substance use disorders (SUD) are
insufficient to achieve abstinence or large reductions in substance use
for many treatment-seeking individuals [1,2]. Therefore, the develop-
ment of new treatments for SUD is an important research goal. Pre-
liminary studies show that exercise has potential as an innovative
treatment for SUD [3–6]. Furthermore, exercise acts on a variety of
psychological (anxiety [7], depression [8]), and neurobiological me-
chanisms [9,10] that suggest exercise may be effective as a treatment
for SUD [11,12].

The STimulant Reduction Intervention using Dosed Exercise
(STRIDE) study evaluated stimulant use outcomes following a dosed
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exercise intervention versus a health education intervention, both of
which were provided as augmentation to treatment as usual. The a
priori primary analysis [13] was based on the intention-to-treat (ITT)
principle in which all participants were analyzed according to the
groups to which they were randomly assigned [14]. The primary out-
come of percent stimulant abstinent days in the exercise and health
education groups was compared after (1) imputing missing data as days
of drug use and (2) employing a novel method to reconcile dis-
crepancies between subjective and objective measures of drug use [15].
The ITT analysis revealed no treatment effect as percentage of days
abstinent were 75.6% (SD=27.4) for those in exercise and 77.3%
(SD=25.1) for those in health education (p= 0.60) [13].

However, the ITT analysis is not by itself sufficient to assess the
viability of exercise as an augmentation to SUD treatment because
many participants did not exercise at the prescribed dose. The median
exercise dose of 8.3 kcal/kg/week (KKW) (interquartile range: 4.2 to
10.6 KKW) in this study was approximately two-thirds of the prescribed
dose of 12 KKW. This suboptimal adherence to the prescribed dose
confounds our ability to interpret the results of the trial because even an
effective treatment may produce small treatment effects in people who
do not fully participate in the treatment. In order to assess the viability
of exercise, we must answer the following question: Is there an exercise
dose that will produce a clinically meaningful exercise effect?

For this analysis, an exercise dose greater than or equal to the
median exercise dose (8.3 KKW) exhibited by study participants will be
subsequently referred to as an “adequate dose.” An estimate of the
exercise effect among participants who exercised at or above this ade-
quate dose provides two major advantages. First, to determine the most
appropriate treatment recommendation for a patient, the clinician must
consider the size of the treatment effect for exercise versus other pos-
sible treatments. If the clinician believes the patient would be adherent
to an assigned exercise dose greater than the median 8.3 KKW observed
in STRIDE, the STRIDE a priori primary analysis results provide no
guidance as to treatment effect size because the effect size is influenced
by those who exercised less than the median dose [16]. Second, without
understanding the efficacy of exercise, it is unclear how to proceed with
future research. If exercise for stimulant users is truly ineffective, ad-
ditional research as a potential treatment option is unwarranted. If,
however, exercise is ineffective due to poor adherence, it may be ben-
eficial to continue pursuing exercise as a treatment option while de-
veloping interventions to optimize exercise adherence [16].

Per-protocol and as-treated analyses are sometimes used in an at-
tempt to adjust for an observed dose that is less than the prescribed
treatment dose, but these approaches are statistically biased. Per-pro-
tocol analysis for STRIDE would compare those in the exercise group
who were adherent to exercise versus those in the health education
group who were adherent to health education. However, those sub-
groups could differ substantially in important covariates. As-treated
analysis would require exercise participants who did not exercise to be
considered as belonging to the health education group for the purpose
of analysis, thereby creating non-comparable groups [16]. To address
these statistical challenges we employed a complier average causal ef-
fect (CACE) analysis. This enabled us to make a statistically rigorous
estimate of exercise treatment effects based on the majority of partici-
pants' exercise dose (ranged from 8.3 to 11.5 KKW) rather than the dose
observed in the intention-to-treat STRIDE sample which included those
who did not exercise at all (ranged from 0 to 11.5 KKW). CACE analysis
has been used in trials of behavioral interventions [17,18], including
substance abuse research [19,20]. If the assumptions of the CACE
analysis are fulfilled, we can determine in a statistically rigorous
manner that an effective range of exercise dose exists and, hence, that
exercise is worthy of further research.

2. Methods

The design and methodology of the STRIDE study have been

previously described [21–26]. Below, we briefly describe study proce-
dures relevant to the analysis presented. The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Institutional Review Boards associated with the participating treatment
programs. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants
prior to beginning study procedures.

2.1. Participants

STRIDE enrolled adult stimulant users, aged 18–65 years, who were
admitted to residential substance abuse treatment, had used stimulants
within 30 days prior to enrollment, and met DSM-IV criteria for sti-
mulant abuse or dependence within the last 12 months. Participants
also had to be medically clear to exercise via a protocol-defined stress
test. Exclusion criteria included: opioid dependence within the last 12
months; evidence of a general medical condition, medication, or psy-
chiatric condition that contraindicated study participation; pregnancy;
or significant physical activity, defined as aerobic exercise more than 3
times per week for 20min or more, completed consistently for the three
months prior to study enrollment.

2.2. Study procedures and interventions

Randomly assigned participants received either the Dosed Exercise
Intervention or the Health Education Intervention. Drug abuse treat-
ment as usual was provided to both groups, beginning with residential
treatment (median 17 days, interquartile range 12–22 days) and fol-
lowed by outpatient treatment. The prescribed exercise dose for the
exercise intervention was 12 KKW provided during three one-on-one
supervised sessions per week. Twelve KKW is equivalent to 150min of
moderate exercise per week at an exercise intensity of 70–85% of
maximal heart rate, and is within public health dose guidelines (http://
www.health.gov/paguidelines). Health education was also provided
during thrice-weekly one-on-one supervised sessions designed to last as
long as the exercise sessions and so ensure equivalent staff contact
between groups during the 12-week acute phase. These sessions pro-
vided information on health-related topics (e.g., diet, mental health,
and sleep) via didactics; Websites; and audio, video, and written ma-
terials. To reduce any psychosocial effects of health education, no
specific goals were set for participants to achieve during the sessions
[26]. Health education has been established as a valid control condition
in other exercise studies [27–29] (Marcus et al., 1999; Pahor et al.,
2006; Rejeski et al., 2005). Trained facilitators implemented both in-
terventions.

2.3. Measures

2.3.1. Drug use
Self-reported drug use was assessed using the TimeLine Follow Back

(TLFB), a semi-structured interview that uses calendar prompts to ret-
rospectively recall daily drug use over a specified period of time [30].
Qualitative urine drug screens (UDS) were collected 3 times per week
and assessed stimulants (cocaine, amphetamine, methamphetamine) as
well as opiates, marijuana, benzodiazepines, barbiturates, methadone,
methylenedioxymethamphetamine (ecstasy), and oxycodone. The daily
TLFB was compared with the 3 times per week UDS, and contradictions
between the two were resolved using the Eliminate Contradiction al-
gorithm [15] as follows: when the UDS was positive but the prior 3 days
were all negative according to the TLFB, then the TLFB for the last day
in the window was changed from negative to positive. Drug use was
assessed during the post-residential treatment program (RTP) period
from the day after discharge to 84 days after randomization.

2.3.2. Adequate exercise dose
Participant exercise dose was defined as energy expended per week

computed in KKW averaged over the entire acute phase from
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randomization until day 84. Weeks in which there were no exercise
visits were set to zero KKW for computing the average. STRIDE parti-
cipants achieved an exercise dose ranging from 0 KKW to 11.5 KKW
with a median of 8.3 KKW. For the purpose of this analysis, exercise
dose was defined to be “adequate” if it was equal to or greater than the
median dose of 8.3 KKW. This dose was selected for several reasons.
First, using a sample-based determination of an adequate dose increases
the likelihood that this is an achievable dose for this population.
Second, the CACE analysis (see Statistical Methods, section 2.4.1) re-
quires the creation of a model to predict a binary outcome (i.e., ade-
quate dose/inadequate dose). To maximize the predictive ability of this
model, we chose to define an adequate dose of exercise by the median
dose of 8.3 KKW. Using this definition implies that the results of the
CACE analysis would generalize to a sample with a range of exercise
dose from 8.3 KKW to 11.5 KKW with a median of 10.6 KKW.

2.3.3. Other measures
The predictors used in the analyses described below were derived

from several measures fully described in Trivedi et al. [13]. Briefly,
demographic information (e.g., gender, marital status) was collected at
screening. A Maximal Exercise Test was conducted during the screening
process to assess fitness for exercise. Self-report measures collected at
baseline included symptom assessments of stimulant abstinence (Sti-
mulant Selective Severity Assessment [31]), depressive symptoms (16-
item Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology - Clinician rated
version [32]), suicidal thoughts and behaviors (Concise Associated
Symptoms Tracking- Self-Report [33]), and the 36-item Short Form
Health Survey [34]. Physical and cognitive functioning was assessed
using the Massachusetts General Hospital Cognitive and Physical
Functioning Questionnaire [35]. Common problems associated with
drug use were assessed using the Addiction Severity Index-Lite [36].
Attendance of addiction treatment as usual during the week prior to
randomization was assessed using a treatment tracking form created for
the study.

2.4. Statistical methods

2.4.1. Complier average causal effect (CACE) analysis
As discussed above, per-protocol and as-treated approaches produce

biased estimates of treatment effects. Conceptually, this bias can be
eliminated by considering the treatment effect within a subgroup, re-
ferred to as a principal strata [37]. Specifically, we consider the strata
of participants who would have had an adequate dose (defined to be
8.3 KKW or more) of exercise if they had been assigned to the exercise
intervention. Within the principal stratification framework, the strata is
conceptualized to exist prior to and independent of randomization.
Randomization tends to divide the sample as a whole and any subset of
the sample into comparable groups (i.e., groups that are balanced with
regard to important covariates). Participants randomized to exercise
and health education should therefore be comparable within the prin-
cipal strata of those who would have achieved an adequate exercise
dose had they been assigned to the exercise group. We could in theory,
therefore, make a valid unbiased estimate of exercise effects within this
principal strata [16].

The principal stratification approach cannot be directly im-
plemented in practice because we cannot observe exercise dose in
participants who were assigned to health education. CACE analysis
[37,38] can be used to overcome this obstacle. Typically, CACE analysis
is implemented with the propensity score approach used here or the
instrumental variables approach. The latter approach relies on the as-
sumption of a zero treatment effect in participants who did not receive
an adequate exercise dose (i.e., exclusion restriction [39]). Because a
participant can exercise on average as much as 8.3 KKW and still be
considered to have an inadequate dose, this assumption does not appear
to be reasonable for STRIDE. The propensity score approach has the
advantage that the weights (described below) can be used with any

model, such as the hurdle model which we describe below as an ap-
propriate analytical strategy for STRIDE. Therefore, we chose the two-
step propensity score CACE approach [40].

2.4.2. Propensity score weights
The first step in the propensity score approach is to create a model

using appropriate covariates to predict adequate exercise dose for the
exercise group (where exercise dose is observed), then apply that model
to the health education group to obtain a probability of receiving an
adequate exercise dose for each health education participant. To illus-
trate, consider a specific predictor such as age. If age is a strong pre-
dictor of observed exercise dose in the exercise group we can assume,
due to randomization, that age will also be a strong predictor of un-
observed exercise dose in the health education group. Therefore, the
model to predict exercise dose can be applied to the health education
group, resulting in an estimated probability of achieving an adequate
exercise dose for each member of the health education group. These
probabilities are referred to as principal propensity scores and are the
basis for propensity score weights. When these weights are applied to
the health education participants, the weighted health education group
will resemble the exercise-adherent participants in all measured cov-
ariates [40]. In the second step, these weights are incorporated into the
desired outcome analysis.

The unbiased estimation of treatment effects through CACE analysis
depends critically on the assumption that the model used to generate
the propensity score weights includes all important predictors of ade-
quate exercise dose. Given this critical need, the median split in average
KKW expended per week (8.3 KKW) was used to define an adequate
exercise dose, as this choice will maximize the power to detect pre-
dictors. The concept of the principal strata as existing prior to rando-
mization requires that the model use only pre-randomization variables.
To improve our likelihood to capture all the relevant predictors, we
started with approximately 200 potential exercise dose predictors
covering demographics, fitness to exercise, general health, motivation,
severity of drug use, and effects of drug use. This list was reduced by
retaining only those predictors for which the difference between ade-
quate and inadequate exercise dose participants was significant at
p < 0.20. To reduce the possibility of including spurious predictors, 50
bootstrap samples were created and the search was conducted in each
sample. Only predictors with p < 0.20 in a majority of bootstrap
samples were retained. Next, predictors which were highly correlated
as defined by a correlation coefficient above 0.9 were removed, re-
sulting in a final list of 32 predictors (Table 1).

The model used to predict adequate exercise dose status in the ex-
ercise group was created using a machine-learning algorithm known as
extreme generalized boosted regression modeling [41], implemented
using the ‘xgboost’ package in R software [42]. Xgboost combines a
large number of simple regression trees to obtain a prediction [43]
using a boosting algorithm while also allowing for random sampling of
predictors as in the random forest approach. Simulation studies by Lee
et al. [44] show that the boosting and random forest approaches pro-
vide superior covariate balance in propensity score estimation. The
xgboost algorithm tuning parameters were chosen by cross-validation.
The ability of the model to achieve balance between the adequate ex-
ercise dose participants and the weighted health education participants
was assessed using the average standardized absolute mean difference
across the 32 predictors. The average standardized absolute mean dif-
ference was reduced by 28% from 0.147 to 0.106 between the adequate
dose exercise participants versus the unweighted and weighted health
education groups, respectively. A measure of the relative importance of
each predictor based on the gain in predictive ability averaged over all
trees in the model was obtained from the final prediction model
(Table 1).

The covariate values of each health education participant were
applied to this xgboost model to compute the probability of achieving
an adequate exercise dose. Following Stuart and Jo [40], we used the
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probability of an adequate exercise dose as the propensity score weight
in the health education group, where exercise adherence is not ob-
served. In the exercise group, where exercise dose is observed, adequate
exercise dose participants were assigned a weight of 1 and the others
were assigned a weight of 0.

The weighted sample attains the goal of principal stratification:
identification of exercise participants who received an adequate ex-
ercise dose and, through weighting, a sample of health education par-
ticipants who are comparable to them so that an unbiased estimate of
treatment effect can be obtained. Note that no post-baseline informa-
tion from the health education group was used and no post-baseline
predictors in the exercise group were used, which eliminates potential
bias caused by using post-baseline information (e.g., reverse causality).

2.4.3. The hurdle model
The outcome chosen for this analysis, standardized number of days

of stimulant use during the post-RTP period (described below), consists
of count data which typically follow a Poisson or Negative Binomial
distribution. However, as is often the case with substance use data,
STRIDE data contains more zeros than expected under these distribu-
tions (44.1% of the 295 participants with post-RTP data reported zero
days of stimulant use, 43.2% in the health education group and 45.0%
in the exercise group). Two main approaches have been developed to
deal with excess zeros in count data. A zero-inflated model assumes that
some participants have the potential to use drugs and that the amount
of their use can be modeled with the Poisson or Negative Binomial
distribution, while other participants have no potential for drug use,
resulting in an excess of participants with zero use. A hurdle model

assumes that all participants have the potential to use drugs but “re-
sistance” to drug use, or a hurdle, must be overcome before drugs are
used. The existence of the hurdle results in an excess of participants
with zero use [45]. The assumptions of the hurdle model are more
appropriate for STRIDE given that all participants have the potential to
resume using stimulants, but resistance to use is present due to the fact
that participants chose to enter treatment and that we expect a bene-
ficial effect of treatment as usual. A hurdle model provides estimates of
two aspects of drug use: the probability of use (i.e., relapse) and the
amount of use among those who used.

The hurdle model in this analysis contained a random site effect,
fixed effects for treatment group, three pre-specified covariates (days of
stimulant use in the 30 days prior to RTP, age, and gender), and ad-
ditional covariates (described below) included to improve balance be-
tween the exercise and health education groups. The propensity score
weights were incorporated into the hurdle model. Mplus software
Version 7.3 was used to implement a weighted hurdle model based on
the Negative Binomial Distribution, which is a more flexible variant of
the Poisson distribution [46]. Effect sizes were provided for the esti-
mated probability of use and days of use among those who used, where
the effect size is defined as the hurdle model coefficient divided by the
standard deviation of the coefficient which is computed as the square
root of the sample size multiplied by the standard error and the sample
size is the sum of the propensity score weights.

2.4.4. Standardization of counts to a common time period
To be meaningful, the count of days of use should reflect a standard

time frame. A count of 5 days of use out of 50 days is clearly not

Table 1
Effect of propensity score weights on the difference between exercise adherers and health education as measured by effect size.

Predictor Predictor
Relative
Influence

DEI
Adherent
Mean

Unweighted
HEI
Mean

Unweighted
Effect
Size

Weighted
HEI
Mean

Weighted
Effect
Size

ASI: Employment Status Subscale 11.00 0.68 0.72 0.15 0.69 0.04
% Attendance at Pre-Study TAU Sessions 7.33 101.46 89.17 0.34 91.75 0.27
Gender 7.20 0.32 0.39 0.15 0.27 0.11
ASI:# Cocaine Use Days 7.10 5.51 5.55 0.01 4.30 0.18
ASI: Alcohol Use Subscale Score 6.16 0.18 0.21 0.14 0.20 0.09
SSSA: Hyperphagia Item 5.78 0.55 1.14 0.42 0.90 0.25
ASI: Legal Status Subscale Score 5.47 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.11 0.04
Study Conducted at Site A (y/n) 4.85 0.04 0.11 0.35 0.07 0.18
ASI: Drug Use Subscale Score 4.65 0.16 0.16 0.02 0.15 0.16
SSSA: Hypersomnia Item 4.64 0.32 0.36 0.04 0.40 0.07
CPFQ: Total Score 4.36 18.36 16.97 0.21 17.05 0.19
SF-36: General Health Subscale Score 3.91 51.40 52.56 0.14 51.58 0.02
QIDS: Sum of Insomnia Items 3.87 3.17 2.50 0.28 3.01 0.07
CAST: Sleep Item (Slept Well) 3.65 0.60 0.73 0.26 0.67 0.14
TLFB:# Cocaine Use Days 3.27 8.19 8.89 0.08 7.18 0.12
Study Conducted at Site B (y/n) 2.39 0.24 0.18 0.13 0.16 0.19
ASI:# Illegal Activity Days 2.37 2.49 2.02 0.08 1.34 0.20
ASI: Legal Problems Seriousness*Motivation 2.27 1.29 2.05 0.22 1.18 0.03
ASI:# Days Incarcerated 2.00 0.83 0.40 0.11 0.33 0.13
ASI:# Drugs Used Past 30 Days 1.99 0.89 1.01 0.11 0.91 0.02
MET: Resting Diastolic Blood Pressure 1.79 74.09 72.76 0.12 73.52 0.05
SF-36: Energy Subscale Score 1.16 50.43 52.02 0.14 51.17 0.06
Marital Status: Divorced/Separated 0.82 0.27 0.27 0.00 0.26 0.01
ASI: Spend free time alone (y/n) 0.68 0.69 0.67 0.05 0.66 0.08
ASI:# Lifetime Hospitalizations 0.67 2.20 1.70 0.22 1.78 0.18
QIDS: Hypersomnia Item 0.62 0.09 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.07
ASI: Satisfied how Time Spent 0.00 0.73 0.73 0.01 0.71 0.04
CPFQ: Interest Past Month 0.00 0.21 0.17 0.10 0.19 0.07
ASI: Lives in Controlled Environment 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.21 0.01 0.21
Marital Status: Widowed 0.00 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.08
Study Conducted at Site C (y/n) 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.18 0.01 0.02
Study Conducted at Site D (y/n) 0.00 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.14 0.03

*During the 30 days prior to randomization.
Abbreviations: ASI: Addiction Severity Index; CAST: Concise Associated Symptoms Tracking; CPFQ: Cognitive and Physical Functioning Questionnaire; DEI: Dosed Exercise Intervention;
HEI: Health Education Intervention; MET: Maximal Exercise Test; QIDS: Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology; SF-36: 36-item Short Form Health Survey; SSSA: Stimulant
Selective Severity Assessment; TAU: Treatment As Usual; TLFB: TimeLine Follow Back.
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equivalent to a count of 5 days of use out of 70 days. Thus were the days
of use standardized by the following procedure. The proportion of sti-
mulant use days were first computed using available post-RTP TLFB
data and then adjusted by multiplying by 63 to provide the days of use
in a 63-day period based on the a priori assumption of the post-RTP
period lasting from day 22 to day 84, as was also assumed in the pri-
mary analysis [13].

In participants with missing TLFB data, this standardization has the
effect of imputing the same rate of use for missing days as for observed
days. Only 15 of the 218 (6.9%) participants used in the CACE analysis
had incomplete TLFB data. Reasons for withdrawal from the study
were: jail (1 health education), withdrew consent (1 health education),
lost to follow-up (8 health education, 2 exercise), moved (1 health
education, 1 exercise), and other (1 exercise). The rate of missing TLFB
days in the health education and exercise groups was 4.4% and 4.9%,
respectively. Given the small amount of missing TLFB data and the si-
milar levels of missing data between groups, a more sophisticated
multiple imputation approach was not considered necessary [47].

2.4.5. Hurdle model covariates
Covariate balance between treatment groups is achieved primarily

through the propensity score weight. However, as can be seen in the last
column of Table 1, not all covariates achieved the same degree of
balance as measured by the effect size. Harder et al. [48] proposed a
less strict (effect size< 0.25) and more strict (effect size< 0.10) rule of
thumb for assessing whether a covariate is in balance, and they sug-
gested that residual imbalances may be reduced by including un-
balanced covariates in the final model. Based on these considerations,
we include as covariates in the hurdle model all propensity score pre-
dictors with a weighted effect size greater than 0.10 and a relative in-
fluence greater than 1%. Table 1 shows the 11 additional covariates
which fit this criteria and were added to the hurdle model along with
the three pre-specified covariates.

3. Results

Altogether, 295 participants (149 exercise group, 146 health edu-
cation group) provided some post-RTP data. In the CACE propensity
score weighted analysis, 74 exercise participants who completed an
inadequate exercise dose received a weight of zero (i.e., were not used)
and 3 health education participants were not used in the hurdle model
due to missing covariates; therefore the analytic sample size was 218

participants (75 exercise group, 143 health education group). The mean
age of this sample was 39.4 years (SD=11.1) and the mean days of
stimulant use in the 30 days prior to RTP was 13.0 days (SD=9.2).
Mean time from randomization to discharge from RTP was 18.9 days
(SD=10.3) and did not differ between groups with 20.4 days
(SD=10.8) in RTP in the exercise group and 18.0 days (SD=10.0) in
the health education group (t= 1.63, df= 216, p= 0.106). Females
accounted for 36.2% of the sample. Other demographic and clinical
characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 1, which provides
the list of 32 predictors used in the propensity score model and the
effect of the propensity score weighting for each predictor. For ex-
ample, the mean Addiction Severity Index employment subscale among
adequate dose exercise participants was 0.68 and the un-weighted
mean in the health education group was 0.72 (effect size= 0.15). After
applying the propensity score weights, the weighted health education
mean decreased to 0.69, which is closer to the exercise mean of 0.68
and provided a lower effect size of 0.04. Table 1 also includes a measure
of the relative importance of each predictor in its contribution to the
prediction of adequate exercise dose.

3.1. CACE adjusted hurdle model of stimulant use

The CACE adjusted hurdle model results for use of stimulants among
participants who would have achieved an adequate exercise dose if
assigned to exercise (Table 2) found a significant group effect for the
probability of use (effect size= 0.26, z=−3.1, p= 0.002). The esti-
mated probability of stimulant use for a hypothetical participant with
all covariates set to adequate exercise dose group mean levels was
55.7% in the health education group and 41.0% in the exercise group. A
significant group effect also emerged for the days of use among those
who used (defined conservatively as anyone who used once) (effect
size= 0.22, z=−2.7, p= 0.007) (Table 3). Estimated days of use
among those who used was 9.9 days in the health education group and
5.0 days in exercise group. Thus, exercise participants experienced a
significantly lower relapse rate than did health education participants
and once a participant relapsed, the days of use were significantly lower
in the exercise group compared to the health education group by an
estimated 4.9 days (over a post-RTP period of 63 days).

3.2. Validation of CACE adjustment model

An analysis was done to determine the sensitivity of these results to

Table 2
Results for Use vs. No Use.

Effect Estimate Standard
Error

Z-Value P-Value

Intercept 0.230 0.23 1.0 0.308
Treatment Group −0.594 0.19 −3.1 0.002
Age −0.021 0.02 −1.0 0.311
Gender −0.998 0.86 −1.2 0.247
TLFB:# Stimulant Use Days 0.074 0.02 4.4 < 0.001
% Attendance at Pre-Study TAU

Sessions
0.792 0.48 1.7 0.098

ASI:# Cocaine Use Days −0.021 0.05 −0.4 0.683
SSSA: Hyperphagia Item 0.125 0.10 1.3 0.199
Study Conducted at Site A (y/n) 1.588 0.27 5.9 < 0.001
ASI: Drug Use Subscale Score 2.240 2.61 0.9 0.391
CPFQ: Total Score −0.024 0.04 −0.6 0.567
CAST: Sleep Item (Slept Well) −0.674 0.23 −2.9 0.004
TLFB:# Cocaine Use Days −0.022 0.04 −0.6 0.538
Study Conducted at Site B (y/n) 0.495 0.73 0.7 0.500
ASI:# Illegal Activity Days −0.005 0.04 −0.1 0.888
ASI:# Days Incarcerated 0.110 0.08 1.4 0.162

Abbreviations: ASI: Addiction Severity Index; CAST: Concise Associated Symptoms
Tracking; CPFQ: Cognitive and Physical Functioning Questionnaire; SSSA: Stimulant
Selective Severity Assessment; TAU: Treatment As Usual; TLFB: TimeLine Follow Back.

Table 3
Results for days of use among those who used.

Effect Estimate Standard
Error

Z-Value P-Value

Intercept 2.296 0.14 16.5 0.000
Treatment Group −0.685 0.25 −2.7 0.007
Age −0.009 0.01 −1.3 0.207
Gender −0.789 0.29 −2.7 0.006
TLFB:# Stimulant Use Days 0.018 0.02 1.1 0.278
% Attendance at Pre-Study TAU

Sessions
−0.470 0.24 −1.9 0.052

ASI:# Cocaine Use Days −0.015 0.01 −1.1 0.284
SSSA: Hyperphagia Item −0.002 0.04 −0.0 0.965
Study Conducted at Site A (y/n) −0.062 0.20 −0.3 0.756
ASI: Drug Use Subscale Score −0.044 0.83 −0.1 0.958
CPFQ: Total Score 0.006 0.02 0.4 0.720
CAST: Sleep Item (Slept Well) −0.192 0.26 −0.7 0.466
TLFB:# Cocaine Use Days 0.011 0.02 0.7 0.498
Study Conducted at Site B (y/n) 0.736 0.19 4.0 0.000
ASI:# Illegal Activity Days 0.026 0.01 1.9 0.061
ASI:# Days Incarcerated −0.048 0.02 −2.5 0.014

Abbreviations: ASI: Addiction Severity Index; CAST: Concise Associated Symptoms
Tracking; CPFQ: Cognitive and Physical Functioning Questionnaire; SSSA: Stimulant
Selective Severity Assessment; TAU: Treatment As Usual; TLFB: TimeLine Follow Back.
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violation of the critical assumption that each important predictor of
adequate exercise dose had been incorporated into the model used to
generate the propensity score weights. The sensitivity analysis required
repeating the hurdle model but with modified propensity scores weights
and an additional parameter added to the weighting scheme which
quantified the degree of departure from this critical assumption, where
a value of 1 implies no departure [49] The hurdle model was rerun with
sensitivity parameter values between 0.5 and 2 as recommended in
Ding and Lu [49]. The sensitivity analysis found that the results for
probability of use were quite robust to departures from model adequacy
with very little change in effect sizes or significance levels over the
range of sensitivity parameters tested. This was not the case for the
results for days of use among users where significance was not obtained
for any test of departure from the critial assumption.

As a check on the adequacy of the hurdle model, the distribution of
days of use estimated from the model was compared to the observed
distribution (Fig. 1).

As another check on the reasonableness of the propensity score
weighting procedure, an analysis was done in which propensity score
weights were computed to achieve balance between the health educa-
tion group and the inadequate exercise dose participants [50]. It is
expected that the absolute value of the treatment effect would be
smaller for inadequate exercise dose participants than for adequate
exercise dose participants. The hurdle model estimated probability of
stimulant use and days of use were 61.1% and 9.4 days in the health
education group and 71.3% and 12.0 days in the exercise group, re-
spectively. In fact, these treatment effects were smaller than those
found for the adequate dose analysis above, as expected, and not sig-
nificant (probability of use: effect size= 0.12, z= 0.9, p=0.373, and
days of use: effect size= 0.07, z= 1.4, p= 0.145).

4. Discussion

The CACE efficacy analysis was conducted for the STRIDE study to
account for exercise dose in the evaluation of exercise as a potential
treatment for stimulant use disorders. This analysis demonstrated sta-
tistically significant differences for the probability of stimulant use,
such that those who would achieve an adequate exercise dose (defined
to be an average of 8.3 KKW or more) have an estimated lower prob-
ability of relapsing to any stimulant use. Analyses also demonstrated
that, even among those who relapsed, the amount of estimated stimu-
lant use was significantly less among those who would achieve an
adequate exercise dose. Together, these results suggest a beneficial ef-
fect of exercise in the treatment of stimulant abuse.

The primary strength of this secondary analysis of STRIDE is the
statistically rigorous method of data analysis. The CACE-adjusted ana-
lysis enabled us to estimate the impact of exercise on stimulant use
given participants who exercised in a range between 8.3 and 11.5 KKW,
which is higher than range of 0–11.5 KKW actually observed during the
study. An additional strength is that our definition of adequate exercise
dose is based on the observed level of exercise in our sample. Thus,
although those participants defined as having an adequate dose did not
necessarily meet the targeted exercise dose of 12 KKW, the median
exercise dose (8.3 KKW or greater) used to define adequacy may be
more indicative of exercise levels that can be expected in this popula-
tion.

The primary weakness of the CACE method is that the unbiased
comparison of exercise and health education is dependent on the in-
clusion of all important predictors of adequate exercise dose in the
propensity score model. If important predictors of exercise dose have
been omitted from the model, then the comparison may be biased.
Although it is not possible to know if all important predictors have been
included, the sensitivity analysis provided evidence that the lower
probability of relapse found in the exercise group compared to the
health education group was robust with respect to the exclusion of
important predictors from the propensity score model. The fewer days
of use among users in the exercise group compared to the health edu-
cation group was not found to be robust and should be interpreted more
cautiously. As such, while our results suggest a potential benefit for
exercise, additional studies are needed to prospectively evaluate and
replicate this finding using standard intention-to-treat analyses.

Our results indicate that further research in the use of exercise as an
intervention for stimulant users is warranted. The use of a median split
to define an adequate exercise dose resulted in a dose that was at least
two-thirds of the assigned dose. This rate is comparable to other studies
of exercise in SUD [51,52]. Given the difficulties experienced by par-
ticipants in STRIDE regarding adherence to the exercise program, future
research is also needed to examine strategies to improve exercise ad-
herence. A survey of individuals receiving treatment for an SUD in-
dicated interest in exercise programs designed specifically for the SUD
population [53]. They also indicated an interest in engaging in a variety
of exercise activities. Participants in STRIDE were limited to aerobic
exercise on a treadmill. Offering alternative exercise activities, such as
group exercise classes, walking/running groups, or resistance training,
would allow the intervention to match patient preference for exercise
activity. Finally, these patients indicated an interest in being able to
self-monitor their activity using a pedometer or activity tracker (e.g.,
Fitbit). Self-monitoring is an established strategy to increase physical

Fig. 1. Observed and expected probability by number of days of use.
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activity [54,55]. Though participants in STRIDE were provided a ped-
ometer, its purpose was to provide an assessment of difference in ac-
tivity between the two treatment groups and it was not emphasized as a
tool to support exercise adherence.

Our results also emphasize the importance of factoring adherence
into the interpretation of trial results. Recent clinical trials have also
highlighted this issue [56,57], underscoring the potential mis-
interpretation that may occur if adherence is not accounted for in trials
with differential treatment adherence between groups and/or sig-
nificant non-adherence to treatment. Traditional methods to account
for non-adherence may have important limitations and biases, and
therefore adequate approaches to statistical adjustment for non-ad-
herence should be carefully considered and applied, when possible, to
reduce the likelihood of abandoning the investigation or clinical utili-
zation of potentially effective treatments.

5. Conclusions

Our results demonstrate that an adequate dose of exercise has the
significant positive effect of reducing the probability of relapse to sti-
mulant use and reducing the days of stimulant use in those who relapse.
Further research is needed to develop adherence strategies that can
ensure patients receive an exercise dose sufficient to produce a sig-
nificant positive effect on treatment.
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